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Summary
The objective of this report is to specify the requirements for the PERRON project from all
relevant perspectives and considering the needs of all user groups. The detailed report aims at
identifying and describing the context for relevant user groups, collecting relevant scenarios and
user groups to be used throughout the project, and defining user requirements for further
development. This report includes as well the definition of the test sites selected for the field
trial.
Partner roles:
AIT IE (1.83 PM): Literature research, questionnaire survey, conduction cultural probing
UIIP-NASB (1 PM): Literature research, support in defining scenarios from the point of view of
algorithms implementation and review of scenarios in terms of algorithms.
IFAK (1 PM): Defining scenarios for Germany
AIT DTS (1 PM): Defining scenarios for Austria (site selection, which routes, which tests)
FLU (1 PM): Literature research, user group and scenario definition, support in conducting
questionnaire survey and contribution on defining Personas
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The identification and characterization of scenarios and relevant user groups is relevant to
investigate the pedestrian road crossing and navigation behavior. Particularly, the interrelations
between walking and using other modes of transport such as public transport is crucial to
determine the best routing algorithm that provides the best possible user experience.
Depending on the context of use given by the scenarios, we classified pedestrians into relevant
user groups according to socio-demographical variables and mobile devices usage-specific
factors. Special consideration was given to users with special needs and limited mobility. In task
1.2 different methods were combined to gather both qualitative and quantitative subjective user
data as a basis for the definition of relevant scenarios and user groups’ classification.
Moreover, within this task, suitable test sites in Austria and Germany (one test site in an urban
and one in a more rural area, to compare different requirements) were selected. In order to find
out user requirements, we designed an online questionnaire relying on literature research that we
later deployed among Austria. We collected data from 175 different participants. The obtained
results will be further filtered and complemented in the task 1.3 with cultural probing from
selected users in order to find more details about their navigation behavior. Stakeholders from
two different European countries (Austria, Germany) will be involved in this phase. The
definition of scenarios and situations to test were defined and confirmed by UIIP-NASB within
task 1.1 as well.

1.2 Scope of this Deliverable
This document describes the main results from the analysis of existing studies and frameworks
on pedestrian mobility. Empirical methods were applied to identify the relevant user groups
which will be addressed in the course of the project, according to typical interaction and usage
behavior of mobile pedestrian tools.
We identified personas and specified scenarios. Furthermore, we selected real world test sites
and described corresponding test cases for pedestrian routing and navigation.
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2. Literature Review on Pedestrian Behavior Research
This chapter outlines the results of our literature research, including factors that influence
pedestrian mobility behavior, route choice, classification of pedestrian navigation system users
and safety. In chapter 2.6 we present some previous pedestrian navigation research projects.

2.1

Factors Influencing Pedestrian Mobility Behavior

Pedestrian route choice is not just about finding the shortest path. In [Millonig and Schechtner,
2008] the authors stated that factors influencing pedestrian behavior could be classified into
internal- and external. We show below further classifications in these two groups:
2.1.1 Internal factors
 Socio-demographic factors (gender, age, health) [Daamen and Hoogendoorn, 2003]
 Culture, lifestyle, level of education, beliefs, and attitudes [Holden, 2000].
2.1.2




External factors [Millonig and Schechtner, 2007]
Physical (distance, activity)
Psychological (attractiveness, safety)
Mental qualities (complexity, landmarks)

2.2

Parameters Affecting Pedestrian Route Choices:

Route choices are affected by various quality factors. The most important determinants
[Czogalla and Hermann, 2011] are depicted in Table 1.
Table 1.
Quality Category
Distance

Quality Factors

Safety

Safe crossing facilities

Accessibility
Attractiveness
Comfort

Sufficient width of sidewalks
Maintenance of open space
Noise level

Motor traffic volume and
speeds
Steepness of slopes
Lighting
Vegetation and cast of
shadow

Another classification for factors influencing route choice was performed in [Tight et al., 2004].
(See Fig. 1).
They divided factor categories by interaction type: pedestrian interaction with the environment
and pedestrian interaction with other traffic system users. They then grouped the factors into the
following categories: pedestrian environment, pedestrian network, urban form, land use, traffic,
and personal security.
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Factors
influencing
route choice

Pedestrian
interaction with
environment

Land use
 Location of
services
 Mazes and street
layout and
distances

Urban form
 Building blanks
and back walls
 Functionality
 Legibility
 Sense of place
 Scale: human or
otherwise
 Car dominance

Pedestrian
network

Pedestrian
interaction with
other traffic
system users

Pedestrian
environment

 Connectivity
 Desire lines

*

Traffic
 Volume, speed,
composition
 Headlights, fear,
anxiety,
intimidation, danger
 Traffic accelerating
to ‘beat’ lights

Personal
security
 Peoples
intimidating
behaviour/
affected by
alcohol

*Surface evenness, Tactile signals, Footpath width, Gradient, Ramps, Steps, Handrails, Guard rails, Street furniture
(Obstructions), Benches, Meeting points, Toilets, Carriageway width and no of lanes, Crossing placement, Crossing
distance removed from traffic, Crossing types, Drainage/puddles/car splashing, Cleanliness (Litter, Dog fouling,
Graffiti)
Figure 1: Factors influencing route choice [Tight, 2004, p.10]

2.3 Pedestrian Needs
2.3.1 5C layout
In “Improving walkability” [Transport for London, 2005], a guide on improving pedestrian
conditions, the authors propose the ‘5 C layout’. They state that the walkability of a place can be
characterized by the ‘5 Cs’ (Connected, Convivial, Conspicuous, Comfortable and Convenient).
Connected: Walking routes should connect key areas and thereby form a network.
Convivial: Walking routes should be enjoyable and allow social interaction between
pedestrians.
Conspicuous: Routes should be clear. Legible signposting and way marking might help with
that. Street names and numbers should be provided as well.
Comfortable: The pavement surfaces should be of high quality. Architecture and landscape
design should be attractive. Motor traffic should be kept distant in order to reduce fumes and
noise. Opportunities for rest and shelter should be provided.
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Convenient: Routes should be designed for the convenience of pedestrians, not motorists.
Walkways should be accessible for all users, including people with impaired mobility.
2.3.2 Differences among pedestrian walking patterns
The authors in [Koike et al., 2003] were able to find significant differences in walking behavior
by age groups, even for the same activity type. They argued that the need for resting facilities
increases with the age, particularly for pedestrians above 50 years. Statistically differences
between genders could not be stated.
2.3.3 Crossing Behaviour and Safety
The increasing use of smartphone is affecting pedestrian’s safety. According to [Thompson et
al., 2012] 29.8% of 1102 pedestrians performed a distracting activity while crossing the road.
The specific activities were distributed in the following way:
11.2% listened to music, 7.3% texted and 6.2% used a handheld phone. The texting activity was
considered to be the most dangerous of all, being the crossing time longer and the pedestrian
eyes away from the road.
Additionally, in their study [Neider et al., 2010] performed several simulator tests showing that
pedestrians are less likely to cross a road without being involved in a road accident when talking
on a phone (in a hands free situation) than when listening to music. Phone users also less likely
recognized crossing opportunities. These dual task situations seem to be especially challenging
for older people [Neider et al., 2011], [Hatfield and Murphy, 2007].
In an additional study the authors compared crossing behaviors in four different dual task
situations: crossing while talking on the phone, crossing while texting, crossing while listening
to a personal music device, or crossing while undistracted [Schwebel et al., 2012] Their results
suggested that although all three situations caused to deviate attention from the road,, texting
and listening to music while crossing was considered to be more dangerous than talking on the
phone.
In a further work [Gaspar et al., 2013] used a simulator to the test whether players who usually
perform better in task related to perception and attention were less vulnerable to dual task costs
than non- players. Divided attention resulted in collisions and increased decision making time in
both groups.
By looking at the literature we can summarize that pedestrians who are using a mobile phone
while crossing:
 are less aware of traffic.
 recognize fewer crossing opportunities.
 slowed down by crossing.
 particularly being involved in texting activities represent the major risk for pedestrians
while crossing.

2.4 Users Classification: pedestrian navigation systems
According to [Wen et al., 2013] users of pedestrian navigation systems can be classified in four
usage behaviors:
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 The quick answer seeker, who likes immediate answers and tends to switch between
tools.
 The passive dependent, which relies heavily upon one interface, even to a point of
overreliance.
 The traditional thinker, who prefers north up maps and do not feel a need for new
technology.
 The active tinkerer, who enjoys exploring new technology and maximizing tool
effectiveness.

2.5 Existing frameworks and prototype systems
The following section provides a brief overview of current pedestrian navigation system
projects.
In [Chakraborty, 2011] a computational framework for processing the semantic content of user’s
subjective preferences was proposed. The authors matched the preferences to objective
characteristics of the road and environment such as: shortest route, scenic route, comfortable
route, easy to remember route.
In their results, they stressed the lack of personal preferences in existing route selection systems.
Linguistic fuzzy terms were used to describe preferences. The authors used a manually created
map in a small region, so future work should automatically generate routing information. In a
related work insights from recommendation systems were used to integrate context awareness
into route planning. The authors proposed a conceptual framework of a pedestrian route
recommendation system and used weather, time of the day, user’s physical condition, and the
objective of travel as context factors [Chakraborty and Hashimoto 2011]. The automatic
acquisition of map data and identification of features of contextual information relevant to the
user was planned as future work.
A routing system which takes into account personal preferences is presented in [Eiter et al.
2014]. The system learns from user choices and ranks route alternatives accordingly.
Further pedestrian navigation systems were presented in [Dang et al., 2013]. Their NaviComf
framework and prototype pedestrian navigation system intended comfort improvement by taking
environmental factors into account. To this end they deployed micro climate sensors in a test
area and overcame limitations of future uncertainties by using an environmental predictor.
An additional system that mimics the help of a human guide (ArriGator) was described in
[Heinroth and Buhler, 2008]. It used spoken landmark based directions and can as well be used
without visual support.
[Miura et al., 2011] proposed a pedestrian navigation system which determined routes based on
distance to the destination and street illumination. They used a network of sensors for gathering
information about the illumination conditions.
Through feedback in form of vibrations the authors in [Robinson et al., 2010] replaced turn by
turn navigation strategies with a system which let users explore new places freely, while only
providing feedback upon request. They also hint that users of audio-based pedestrian navigation
systems may be concerned about being recognized as tourists, or feel isolated from the
environment.
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Street names and approximate directions are more effective than instructions to turn left or right
[Stark et al., 2007]. Users who are forced to find the way themselves, keep a better model of the
area
in
their
minds,
but
are
insecure
about
choosing
a
way.
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3. Survey on Pedestrian Navigation Needs and Routines
Method and results of this survey have been submitted to FastZero15 [Schwarz et al., 2015]

3.1 Method
We developed an online survey that we deployed among 244 potential subjects within urban
areas in Austria. We addressed them directly by sending them a link to our online survey.
The survey was organized according to the following thematic categories:
 Walking Routines:
The first part of the survey dealt with the collection of mobile users daily walking
routines regarding typical ways and routes to reach specific destinations that for example
included ways to work, duties (run errands or attending appointments (i.e. visiting public
authorities, going to special events, kids school, etc.)), as well as leisure activities (e.g.
meeting friends, sports, cinema, theatre, etc.).
 Experience with Routing and Navigation Tools:
In relation with the walking routines we further investigated whether pedestrians make
use of public transportation to effectuate their daily routes. We also considered previous
experience with (pedestrian) navigation/ routing systems.
 Road Crossing Behaviour:
To gather data related to road crossing behaviour, we included in the survey questions
related to unsafe road related habits such as texting or reading text on the smart-phone or
scampering among traffic to cross a road. To this end, we asked participants to complete
a modified 10-item version of the Self-Report Habit Index (SRHI) [Verplanken and
Orbell, 2003], self-report instrument to measure habit strength which bases on the
features of the history of repetition of behaviour, the difficulty of controlling behaviour,
the lack of awareness, efficiency, and the identity element Respondents had to indicate to
what degree they agreed to a certain behaviour on a 5-point-Likert scale, indicating low
scores a more frequent behaviour. Based on this, we calculated the mean scores of the
SRHI.
 Sense of direction:
We used the Santa-Barbara sense of direction scale [Hegarty et al., 2002] in order to
determine the environmental spatial ability of our subjects.

3.2 Results
175 participants correctly completed the survey. The final sample was nearly equally distributed
in terms of gender (90 female (51.4%), 85 male (48.57%)). The youngest participant was 19
years old; the oldest was 64 years old, while the average age was 37.2. The majority of
respondents (84%) lived in cities with more than a hundred thousand inhabitants. 101
respondents (57.7%) were fully employed, 29 (4.6%) partly employed, and 21 (12%) currently
at university. Regarding experience with mobile phones and navigation tools the sample turned
out to be homogeneous: 171 respondents (97.7%) were experienced in using digital maps, route
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planning or navigation systems, while 148 users (84.6%) used mobile internet services on a
regular basis (at least once a day). One participant used a wheelchair. No other participant stated
to use any walking aid.
When asked about which modes of transport (multiple answers allowed) people used regularly,
157 named public transport. Private bicycles (72) and private cars (103) seem to be also quite
popular (see Figure 2).

Number of respondents
Figure 2: Modes of transport

3.2.1 Walking Routines:
We asked people which modes of transportation they used on a daily basis in different situations
and found out that the mode of transportation strongly depended on the purpose of travel (Figure
3).
59.5% of the respondents said they used public transportation to go to work, while only 15.8%
preferred their car. When asked about duties, the results were similar. 50% answered the run
errands using public transport, 12.5% car and 37.5% walked.
According to the results of our survey, walking is the most popular mode of transport for
shopping (60.7%). In their leisure time 44.1% of the respondents say to walk to their destination
and 44.1% to use public transport.
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Figure 3: Modes of transport on a daily basis

Distance is not the only factor influencing route choice for pedestrians. In order to determine
user requirements for best routing, we wanted to find out which barriers prevented pedestrians
from choosing a certain route. Besides the obvious time and distance constraints, results showed
that safety related factors played an important role (Figure 4). For example, parameters such as
illumination and criminality history were important factors to select one or another way by more
than 60 people. Interestingly, “too crowded” and “poor street lighting” cannot be depicted by
static map data. In order to incorporate these two factors, a pedestrian navigation system has d
real time information.

Number of respondents

Figure 4: Barriers for pedestrians
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3.2.2 Experience with Routing and Navigation Tools:
Among existing navigation apps relevant for the respondents in Austria, Google Maps was the
most popular, followed by ÖBB Scotty and Qando (Figure 5).
Also named but not included in the figure: TomTom (named by 5 respondents), Wiener Linien
(4), Peacox (3), and Garmin (2).

Number of respondents
Figure 5: Use of navigation apps

We aimed with this survey to understand how pedestrian navigation tools are used in transition
situations, when people use public transport. We considered both, walking patterns as well as
the use of public transportation:
 walkway from origin to the public bus/railway/metro/tram station
 from the public transportation station to the bus/train stop
 from the bus/train, etc. (public transportation) stop to the next station (train transfer)
 from the station to the next bus/train, etc. (public transportation) stop train transfer)
 from the bus/train, etc. (public transportation) stop to the destination
Our results showed that people use their navigation tool mostly to find their way to the station or
from the bus/train stop to their destination (Figure 6). Using it to find the way to the train
transfer is far less common. Only a small number of people use their navigation system to find
their way within a train station, to find out where the train stops. Further research will be needed
to find out whether this functionality has to be implemented in a better way or it is not useful to
the users.
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Figure 6: Walking – public transport transitions

Interesting is also the question related to the time when navigation routes are considered to plant
trips. Although the use of mobile internet is very common among our subjects (84.6 use it every

Number of respondents

day), planning a route in advance is still very popular (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Route planning

3.2.3 Road Crossing and Pedestrian Behavior
To get an idea of priorities of route qualities we let our subjects rank distance, safety,
accessibility and comfort. The results confirm what we have learned in 3.2.1 (Figure 3): distance
is the most important factor in route planning followed by safety (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Ranking of route qualities

Regarding risky behaviour, results indicated that respondents very often crossed the road while
vehicles were approaching (M = 2.2; SD = 0.7). Additionally, crossing the road at crosswalks
was not a strong habit (M = 3.5; SD = 0.9). Finally, respondents indicated to avoid texting or
reading text on the mobile device during road crossing (M = 4.0; SD = 0.9), and being
consequently not exposed to distraction sources that could jeopardize their safety. However,
looking closely at the data, we could recognize differences related to age and habits. According
to the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, there was a significant relationship between age
and distractive behaviour at road crossings (P = -.333; p<.001), revealing that younger
pedestrians were more often exposed to distraction sources such as texting or reading on the
mobile device while crossing a road than older pedestrians (Figure 9) .
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Figure 9: Correlation – age / texting while crossing

3.3 Sense of direction
Our results showed that there were statistically significant differences in the perceived sense of
direction between genders (t(173) = -3,1, p = 0.002), being the mean Santa Barbara-score for
men 5.12, SD = 0.8 and for women 4.69, SD = 0.9.
Regarding the relationship between safe or risky crossing habits and sense of direction no
statistically significant differences could be found. PERRON User Group Definition

3.4 User Groups
According to related literature and the results from the online survey, we targeted 3 user groups:
smart phone power user, people who are unfamiliar with the area, and shoppers.

Smart phone power user:
 Younger people usually text and read on their phones while crossing (Figure 9).
 This might result in unsafe situations.
 Implication:
o Supporting them through routes with crosswalks or traffic lights for a safer
crossing.
o Persuade them to pay attention to the traffic
Page 16 / 32
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People who are unfamiliar with the area:
 We assume that they have different motives for using navigation systems (other than
saving time)
 Sightseeing might play an essential role for them. Consequently, we assume joy of
exploring a city without getting instructions from the smart phone device is essential to
ensure an optimal user experience. Navigation instructions are given only by demand.
Shoppers
 Our survey results (Figure 3) suggest that the main mode of transportation for a shopping
trip is walking.
 We assume that people have several shopping destinations within the same trip.

Generally, people adjust how they plan routes depending on the purpose of their trip. In an open
question we asked users to describe a scenario explaining how they used navigation systems. An
important number of users answered that for an important appointment they would rather plan
their route in advance.
Sense orientation could also play a role when planning a trip.
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3.5 Personas:
We organized the information we gathered about our users by developing two personas [Cooper
2004] that are representative of the resulting user groups described in the previous section.
These personas can be addressed when designing the user interface.
3.5.1 Markus
Age: 19
Occupation: Student of marketing and journalism in the first semester.
Place of living: 1120 Wien
Life situation: lives in a shared apartment with two friends.
Hobbies: Cycling, Making and uploading funny movies for youtube, football, playing video
games.
Devices: Nexus 5 and Windows 8 on a Asus Notebook.
Technology use: Early adopter, technology enthusiast and heavy user.
Internet use: likes to use Twitter, Whatsapp and Instagram. He stays in contact with his friends
and old classmates via WhatsApp all day long, where they use group chats for more efficiency.
Markus is easily bored when he is waiting at a bus/train stop and instantly grabs his smartphone
to texts his friends. It is not unusual for him to stare at his phone while crossing a street. He also
loves to listen to his favorite bands on the go.
Expectations on UX: He likes simple interfaces but notices when an application is aesthetically
pleasing.
Behaviour in mobility : He is new in Vienna so he still uses navigational tools to go from one
place to another. When the weather is good he likes to cycle and uses public transport within
Vienna the rest of the time. When visiting his familiy 4 hours away, he is sharing a car with
friends.
Quote: “I like to stay connected with my friends and tell them what I am thinking about.
Sometimes I also use technology to navigate in Vienna which is still new to me”.
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Figure 10: Photo by Michael Coghlan https://www.flickr.com/photos/mikecogh/9855475543
Shared under Creative Commons License https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/

3.5.2 Anna
Age: 24
Occupation: Student in architecture
Place of living: 1080 Wien, originally from Basel
Life situation: lives in a shared apartment with two friends.
Hobbies: Photography, traveling, trail running, design and art exhibitions.
Devices: iPhone 5 and old MacBook Pro.
Technology use: Technology enthusiast about cameras, prefers Apple Products because she
finds them more engaging and fun. She is also running an architectural photo blog on tumblr.
Internet use: Anna likes to use Instagram and Facebook. She stays in contact with her friends in
Basel and all over the world with Facebook and logs in once a day. She also has some followers
on Instagram as her architectural photography is quite interesting.
Expectations on UX: She wants to use programs and devices and expects that they work with
ease in a pleasing experience.
Behaviour in mobility: As a newbie in Vienna she often looks up how to navigate the city with
public transport. She bought a yearly ticket from Wiener Linien. Anna thought about using a
bike in Vienna, but does not feel safe enough to do it. She rather prefers walking instead and
often walks from her home to the university. She often asks locals for directions when getting
lost, because she doesn’t like to stare at a smartphone screen while walking around. Anna likes
to explore cities on her own, but sometimes feels unsafe after midnight in dark alleys. She
enjoys long art exhibition and gallery tours as well as shopping on Saturdays.
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Quote: “I am shy about asking locals for directions, but it is often more fun and engaging than
staring on a smartphone screen”.

Figure 11: Photo by Alexander Russy https://www.flickr.com/photos/alexanderferdinand/14125618252
Shared under Creative Commons License https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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4. PERRON User Scenarios
4.1 User Scenarios
Based on survey results and scenario descriptions which we collected in an open survey
question, we created the following scenarios.
4.1.1 Scenario 1: Shopping tour
Anna needs some new clothes, so she decides to go on a Saturday afternoon shopping tour. It is
only her second week in Vienna and she mainly uses the metro to get around. She searches for
shops on her computer and finds 4 stores in the city center she likes visiting later that day. Anna
uses her smartphone to search for all the stores and marks them on a map. When she arrives at
Kärnterstraße she expects to get directions to all of her previously entered shops in an engaging,
easy and efficient way.
4.1.2 Scenario 2: Meeting friends
Markus is on the way home when he receives a WhatsApp message from a friend, asking him if
he would like to join him and some colleagues. They would like to watch a football game
together. He leaves the bus and enters his destination into his navigation app.
4.1.3 Scenario 3: Exploring the city
Anna needs new content for her architectural photo-blog. She heard about some buildings that
would make an excellent scene. She enters the destination into her navigation app and starts
walking. Anna is busy looking for interesting shots and holds her camera in both hands. She
occasionally checks her position on her smartphone.
4.1.4 Scenario 4: Getting home safe
Anna has to deliver an architectural model tomorrow. It took her quite some time to create the
model, so she ends up leaving the university workshop at 1:15am. She notices that she has
missed the last tram and prepares for a long walk home. She uses her navigation app to find a
safe, well-lit route home.
4.1.5 Scenario 5: Job interview
Markus got invited to an interview for his summer job. He is nervous and wants to avoid being
late. He therefore plans his route the evening before his interview and saves his result.
4.1.6 Scenario 6: Alternatives
Anna needs to attend a course every Monday at 9:00. She usually uses the same walking route
every Monday because her navigation app says it is the shortest one. Today she woke up 30
minutes earlier. Anna decides to try a new route, since the one she normally uses is very
uncomfortable and loud. She uses her smartphone to search for alternatives.
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4.2 Test Sites selection
To design suitable scenarios for the evaluation of the project (WP6), it is necessary to select
suitable test sites in both Austria and Germany. A test area size of approximately 1km² was
agreed upon.
4.2.1 Urban AT Test Site Selection, Vienna (AIT)
Author: Anita Graser
2015-01-22
4.2.1.1 Introduction
The Austrian test site was selected with a special focus on enabling the evaluation of the
developed landmark-based navigation instructions. Therefore, we aimed at a wide variety of
potential land marks within the test site.
4.2.1.2 Chosen Test Site
The first district of Vienna provides a good setting with a wide variety of potential landmarks
(Figure 13, 13). The proposed test site has a size of 1.28km². An initial evaluation of selected
potential landmark features available in OpenStreetMap in this area shows that it contains, for
example:
 829 buildings (polygons),
 281 shops (points), and
 17 places of worship (polygons)
Besides these landmarks, the area included bridges, a park, pedestrian zones, areas with mixed
traffic, and urban squares. Furthermore, the complex street layout makes it possible to define
numerous different test cases as described in the following section.

Figure 12: Context of the test cite in the centre of Vienna
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Figure 13: Austrian Test site
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4.2.1.3 Test Cases
The test site enables a series of test cases for the evaluation of both routing and navigation. The
following types of relevant test cases have been identified:
1. Handling of passages through buildings, for example on the path from Lugeck to
Stephansplatz (see Figure 14)

Figure 14: The shortest pedestrian path between Lugeck (north east) and Stephansplatz uses passages
through buildings

2. crossing of pedestrian squares, especially Stephansplatz (see Figure 15)

Figure 15: Pedestrian squares such as Stephansplatz or the Stock-im-Eisen-Platz need special consideration
during map preparation and generation of routing instructions

3. description of pedestrian paths along linear features such as the Donaukanal (see Figure
16)
4. handling of bridges, for example at Schwedenplatz (see Figure 16)
5. handling of steps, for example along Donaukanal (see Figure 16)

Figure 16: The Donaukanal and other linear features have great potential for use in navigation instructions
since they are easy to recognize and follow. Additionally, this section of the test site also features bridges and
steps to change between different levels.
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6. crossing busy roads such as the Ring at Schwarzenbergplatz (see Figure 17) or Stubentor
(The crossing at Karlsplatz is considered out of scope since the pedestrian routes at this
crossing are mostly underground and therefore require indoor routing which is out of
scope of this project.)

Figure 17: At Schwarzenbergplatz, pedestrians have to cross multiple lanes of car traffic as well as bike lanes
at a complex intersection

4.2.1.4 Follow up steps
Site selection is followed by Task 2.3 Pedestrian map preparation which deals with data
collection and preparation of the Austrian test site map based on the requirements which are
collected in Task 4.1 Pedestrian Navigation – Data Requirements Analysis.
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4.2.2 Rural DE Test Site Selection, Magdeburg (IFAK)
Author: Dirk Heinemann
2015-01-22
4.2.2.1 Introduction
A test site had to be selected for the creation and setup of test scenarios for WP6. To select an
appropriate test site in Germany IFAK concentrated on choosing a site in which can be moved
around by means of public transport and by foot. As agreed in prior the test site should have a
size of approximately 1 km².
4.2.2.2 Chosen Test Site
IFAK selected a subset of Magdeburg’s Alte Neustadt district as the test site. The test site has
an area of about 1.3 km². There are about 320 buildings within this test site. In most cases these
building are residential buildings. On the south end of the test site is the Otto-von-Guericke
University and there is a park in the middle of the test site. In addition to this four tram lines
and one bus line lead through the test site. This allows for testing the capabilities of PERRON to
utilize public transport services for navigation.

Figure 18: Map of the Alte Neustadt, the test site is highlighted, Longitude: 52.143439 Latitude: 11.645078

4.2.2.3 Test Cases
Inside this test site there are two possible means of transportation useable. These two ways build
the basis for the test cases. The first way is navigation by using the public transport services.
The test site is being crossed by six lines of the local public transport service, the MVB. The
other way of navigation is navigation by not using the public transport services. Both cases can
be tested inside this test site.
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For each described case a route is chosen. Both routes start at a train station and lead to the
faculty of computer science of the Otto-Von-Guericke-University.

Figure 19: first test route from the train station Neustadt

The first route has been created to incorporating public transport services for navigation. The
red and green colored route is this route. The red parts of this route haft to be tackled by foot.
The green section describes the part of the route on which to use the public transport service.
The public transport part is located on one of the main roads leading to the northern districts of
Magdeburg. Therefore there is quite a lot of traffic on this road. On the other hand the sidewalks
are quite wide and well lit.
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Figure 20: test route without using the public transport service

The second route is an example for a route that excludes the public transport services. This route
leads through a park and therefore has an unlit section. This route features only unmarked road
crossings.
4.2.2.4 Follow up steps



Finish preparation of test site
Further analysis of test site streets
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5. Conclusion and Outlook



Next steps and implications for T1.3/ User Requirements (Partner workshop)
Relevance to WP2, 3, 4 activities
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